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Abstract. Grid services provide an important abstract layer on top of
heterogeneous components (hardware and software) that take part into
a grid environment. We are developing a data grid service prototype that
aims at providing transparent use of grid resources to data intensive sci-
entific applications. Our prototype was designed having as target three
main issues: (1) dynamic scheduling and allocation of query execution
engine modules into grid nodes; (2)adaptability of query execution to
variations on environment conditions and (3) support to special scien-
tific operations. We propose a new node scheduling algorithm and show
how it can be integrated into a simple distributed and parallel query
optimization strategy. Our implementation demonstrates a reduction on
query-elapsed time of up to 11 times with 20 scheduled nodes, in respect
to a centralized execution.

1 Introduction

The development of grid services as proposed by the Open Grid Services Ar-
chitecture OGSA [1] provides for the isolation of user applications in respect
to the heterogeneity inherent to the grid environment. While middleware sys-
tems like the Globus toolkit [2] provide for some basic functionalities on top of
a grid infrastructure, mainly regarding: authentication, remote task scheduling
and file transfer, this is not enough for the deployment of complex applications
involving the processing of users programs and the access to distributed data.
For these more complex types of applications an extension was proposed of the
web service technology towards (grid) web services, where services state and life
cycle can be managed [3]. This extension has been first proposed in the OGSI -
Open Grid Services Infrastructure and more recently has been turned into the
WSRF Web Services Resource Framework [3]. The idea is that by designing and
composing grid services, one can provide for higher level functionalities specific
tailored to the envisaged application and still support the fundamental char-
acteristics offered by established distributed systems such as Common Request
Broker Architecture CORBA, from the Object Management Group. Regarding
data services for the grid, some projects like OGSA-DAI [4] and Data Grid [5]



aim at providing a uniform service interface for data access and integration of
databases in the grid, in addition to higher-level services like data replication.

Our project contributes to the grid data service layer by providing high-level
services for data intensive grid applications. In this context, we are develop-
ing a Configurable Data Integration Middleware for the grid (CoDIMS-G) that
is a distributed grid service for the evaluation of scientific queries. The design
of CoDIMS-G focused on conceiving efficient and adaptable query evaluation
strategies for the grid environment. Efficiency comes with adequate initial re-
source allocation based on grid nodes historical profiles and managing inter-node
communication. Adaptability is the result of online routing decisions and transfer
block size management.

We designed a query optimization strategy tailored for queries including in-
tensive computations, like scientific programs. The strategy integrates a new
node scheduling algorithm that selects grid nodes for parallel evaluation of frag-
ments of the query execution plan. In addition, we implemented a distributed
query engine, running as grid services, that adapts execution to the actual data
flow in allocated grid nodes. We extended the Eddy operator [6] to deal with
the adaptivity of tuple block size routing through scheduled nodes and to imple-
ment an iteration mechanism over a query execution plan fragment, as required
by loop control found in some scientific applications.

We currently use CoDIMS-G to support the pre-processing stage of a scien-
tific visualization application (SVA) been developed at the National Laboratory
of Scientific Computing (LNCC), in Brazil, as a testbed for our prototype. The
SVA computes the path of virtual particles through a fluid flow [7]. Our challenge
is to minimize the elapsed-time for pre-computing the virtual particle trajectory.
We modelled this scenario as a database problem and used CoDIMS-G to gen-
erate and evaluate a parallel query execution plan that transparently access
grid resources and dynamically adapt to unforeseen fluctuations during query
execution.

Our implementation demonstrates a reduction on query-elapsed time of up
to 11 times with 20 scheduled nodes, in respect to a centralized execution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present impor-
tant work covering grid data services and scientific visualization. Next, section
3 models the pre-processing of fluid path as a database problem. Section 4 in-
troduces the CODIMS-G architecture and the section 5 presents the query op-
timization strategy and the adaptive query execution model. Section 7 presents
initial results obtained running CoDIMS-G in a controlled environment with up
to 20 grid nodes. Finally, we present our conclusions and future work.

2 Related Work

The problem of integrating distributed query processing technology with a grid
service has been addressed in the OGSA-DQP project [8]. In this project, the
query processor is served by a set of orchestrated services that manage dis-
tributed data access, resources metadata information and services instances cre-



ation and management. The DQP service is built on top of a OGSA-DAI [9]
implementation that provides services interfaces for data source access; data
transfer and data source services instances management. Query processing is
done by services encapsulating the Polar* [10] distributed object oriented query
processor. DQP offers query capabilities very similar to those proposed in this
paper. Query execution service instances are deployed in grid nodes to imple-
ment user programs parallelization. Physical algebraic operators, like exchange
and operation-call, implement inter-node communication and user program in-
vocations, respectively. Our proposal differs from the one in OGSA-DQP in the
following aspects. Firstly, we propose a grid node selection algorithm based on
historical of application execution and integrate it into a distributed query op-
timization strategy. Secondly, in contrast to DQP static generated query execu-
tion plan, our query execution engine extends Eddies adaptive query execution
strategy to cope with execution time variations not captured during query opti-
mization stage. Finally, we dynamically reanalyze node allocation by comparing
actual node throughput with estimated values and, eventually, calling the dy-
namic optimizer to reschedule grid nodes.

There has also been some work on adaptive execution of applications in
the grid environment [11]. These works focus on adapting the execution of an
application to the changing conditions of selected grid nodes. The problem in
this context is to identify points where execution may be interrupted in a node
and restarted in other nodes, keeping data context. In respect to CoDIMS-G
approach, these would be classified as application centric adaptations, whereas
CoDIMS-G is data centric adaptation, managing adaptation in the tuple/block
level.

Examples of scientific visualization applications problems that consider parti-
cles tracing problems can be found in [16]. Such problem can be mathematically
defined by an initial value problem [12]: dx /dt = F(x,t), x(0)=P0, (1) where
F : R3 x R + − > R, is a time-dependent vector field (velocity, for example).
The solution of problem (1) for a set of initial conditions gives a set of integral
curves which can be interpreted as the trajectory of massless particles upon the
flow defined by the field F(x,t). Other particle tracing methods can be used
(streamlines, streaklines, among others.) with slight modifications of the above
equation [13].

3 The Scientific Visualization Problem

We use as testbed application, the preprocessing stage of scientific visualization
application that simulates a fluid flow through a path [7]. In this preprocessing
stage, an instant shot of the flow is taken and comprises a set of fluid virtual
particles (VP), and a geometry model of the domain, with velocity vectors as-
sociated to space objects. In addition, two user programs are involved.

The database representation for the pre-computing stage of the scientific
visualization application we are using comprehends the relations: Geometry, Ve-
locity and Particle and two user programs. The Geometry relation stores data



associated with polyhedron’s geometry and the Velocity relation corresponds
to velocity vectors for each time instant, whereas the Particle relation holds
the initial particle position. The Resulting-vector user program computes a re-
sulting speed vector in a specific position of the flow path and the Trajectory
Computing Program (TCP) computes VP’s subsequent position, given its initial
position and the corresponding resulting speed vector. The database model for
this application is represented below4:

The computation of each particle iteration can be expressed with an SQL
query, such as the one in Figure 1.

Select part.part-id, TCP(part.position,resulting-vector(part.position,v.speed-vector))

From g in geometry, v in velocity,

particle in particle

Where part.position in g.polyhedron and

g.idpolyhedron = v.idpolyhedron and

v.timeinstant = $time

Fig. 1. TCP query

Some aspects of this model require special attention. The trajectory of a vir-
tual particle through the fluid path considers a certain number of intermediary
positions, between the initial and final position in the path, referred to as iter-
ations in the SVA jargon. Usually, higher number of iterations accounts for a
smoother visualization of virtual particles flow. Computing intermediary posi-
tions in the path corresponds, in our database model, to repetitively computing
the TCP query with different time values and initial position for each virtual
particle. Regarding the respective query execution plan, iterations correspond
to multiple evaluations of a single query execution plan fragment [15]. Secondly,
the join predicate between Particle and Geometry relations is modelled as a
spatial join [16] where the position of a particle matches the region defined by
the polyhedron.

Such queries can take a long time to process on conventional machines as a
result of the number of particles, the number of iterations, the size of the ge-
ometry, the hash-join swap profile and the fluid path model complexity. As a
result of this, using the processing power available in a grid environment may
substantially reduce the time needed for pre-processing virtual particle trajec-
tory. Nevertheless, in order to make it feasible for the scientific visualization
community, one must provide services that will hide the complexity of executing
a query, like the one in Figure 1, in a grid environment.

Therefore, CoDIMS-G offers transparent data access and manages programs
execution within the grid, providing an efficient and high level query processing
middleware for scientific applications.
4 We consider an Object-Relational model [14].



4 CoDIMS-G Architecture

CoDIMS-G is an instance of the CoDIMS environment [17] that is being devel-
oped to support data and program integration for scientific applications running
in a grid. The main components of the CoDIMS-G architecture are depicted in
Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. The CoDIMS-G architecture

The entry point for user query submission is provided as a service running in
a gatekeeper machine accessible both from outside and inside of the grid. Users
requests are forwarded to the Control component, which sends them to the query
processing system. The latter is composed of: a query analyzer; a query opti-
mizer; a query execution manager and query engines (QE). The query optimizer
includes a scheduler component that selects available nodes to be used during
query execution. In particular, whenever a algebraic operator is parallelized, the
scheduler indicates the set of interesting nodes to be allocated for the paral-
lelized operator. The scheduler and optimizer cooperate to generate an initial
distributed parallel query execution plan DQEP. A QE is the component where
actual query execution takes place. It creates the physical operators conforming
to the DQEP, including data process and control flow operators. Instances of
QE are instantiated into grid scheduled nodes. Each QE receives a fragment
of the DQEP and is responsible for the instantiation of the operators and the
execution control, including the communication with other fragments for tuple
consumption and production. As part of the DQEP, the scan operator accesses
data sources using wrappers that prepare the data according to a global data
model.



5 Distributed Query Processing

In this section we describe the grid query optimization strategy adopted in
CoDIMS-G.

Considering the lack of and fluctuation on grid resources statistics, and the
particularities of some scientific data sources, a static query execution plan can
be highly inefficient. As such, we opted for a simple query execution strategy
that can provide an initial, not necessarily optimal, DQEP that will be adapted
during execution.

Our approach is based on the SystemR* distributed query optimization strat-
egy [18]. It considers distributed queries in which the execution cost is dominated
by the evaluation of: expensive predicates 5, user programs, and data transfer.
We also explores a particularity of the scientific application domain, such as that
queries usually include few (rarely more than 3) expensive predicates and user
programs.

Before presenting our optimization algorithm, some definitions are necessary.
We consider a query represented as a query graph QG [15], where nodes are re-
lations or user programs. Non directed edges in the QG model joins between
relations and directed edges represent data dependency between nodes (eg. an
input to a user program). Restrictions and projections are annotated with cor-
responding nodes.

The optimization algorithm explores the search space of valid plans, in accor-
dance to data dependency restrictions. It considers all valid execution orders of
expensive operators in QG edges (i.e. expensive predicates and user programs).
For each expensive operator in a plan, we analyze it for parallelization consid-
ering three alternatives: (a)non parallelization, (b)scheduling according to the
G2N algorithm (see section 5.1), and (c) adoption of the same parallelization
strategy used by the previous operator in the query execution plan. For each
computed query execution plan, a cost is associated, using a parallel pipeline
cost function [19]. The DQEP presenting the lowest cost is selected for execu-
tion.

The initial DQEP is the basis for the correct instantiation of query operators
during query execution phase. It gives the correct data processing semantics and
control flow operators necessary for an equivalent execution in respect to a user
query. As we will present in section 6, the actual order of tuple evaluation is
defined by the Eddy operator based on runtime characteristics and restrictions
specified in the DQEP.

5.1 The Grid Greedy Node Scheduling Algorithm

In this section we present the grid greedy node G2N scheduling algorithm. The
main idea behind G2N can be stated as: ”an optimal parallel allocation strategy
for an independent query operator, of a tuple by tuple type, is the one in which
the computed elapsed-time of its execution is as close as possible to the maximum

5 joins and predicates over user program results



sequential time in each node evaluating an instance of the operator”. This would
be a result of maximum usage of scheduled resources during query evaluation.

The problem can be formalized as follows: given a set N, with information
regarding node throughput, and a set of equally costly independent tasks P,
define a subset N1 of N, which minimizes the elapsed-time for evaluating all
tasks in P.

The G2N algorithm receives a set of available nodes with corresponding aver-
age throughput (tp1, tp2, . . . , tpn), measured in tuples per second. This includes
the average cost involved in transferring one tuple to the evaluating node and
processing it. The output of the G2N comprises a set of selected grid nodes. We
now briefly present a description of the algorithm. Initially, the algorithm clas-
sifies the list of available grid nodes in decreasing order of their corresponding
average throughput values. It then allocates all T tuples to the fastest node.
The main program loop tries to reallocate, at least one tuple from the already
allocated nodes to a new grid node (less performing, next in line). If it succeeds
to do so, producing a new evaluation estimation with reduced query elapsed-
time, it continues reallocating tuples to the new allocated grid node, until the
overall elapsed-time becomes higher than the last computed one. Conversely, if
the reallocation of a single tuple produces an execution with higher elapsed-time
than the one without the new grid node, the algorithm stops and outputs the
grid nodes accepted so far.

The output produced by G2N loads the query optimizer with parallelization
decision regarding each expensive operator, adding to the generation of the initial
query execution plan and the re-scheduling of allocated nodes in face of variations
on estimated values.

Summarizing this section, we discussed the optimization strategy adopted in
CoDIMS-G for generating an initial distributed query execution plan for queries
similar to the one in Figure 1. Once the DQEP has been produced it is sent to
the query execution machine for evaluation. The execution process is described
in section 6.

6 Query Execution

Query execution in CoDIMS-G is implemented as an instance of the QEEF
[20] software framework, designed to allow extensions to support new query
characteristics, including new operators, different query algebra and execution
models among others.

The distributed query engine architecture comprises a distribution node, run-
ning the Eddy operator and remote QE nodes, running fragments of the DQEP,
Figure 3. Rectangles in figure 3 correspond to DQEP operator fragments and
edges represent data flow.

The eddy operator consumes tuples from query data-sources and routes them
in tuple block unit to remote nodes running a fragment of the DQEP. Once tuples
reach the top of the remote fragment, they are again packed into a tuple block
and bounced back to eddy. For a given tuple, this cycle continues until it is



eliminated by a restriction operation or it has been processed by all operations
and passed through all iterations in the DQEP.

Our eddy implementation includes a pair of split/send operators, that dis-
tributes tuples to QE s running remote fragments and receive/merge that obtains
tuples evaluated by remote fragments. The split and merge operators compose
the distribution function of eddy. The sender operator allocates tuples to be
transferred to nodes according to a block size computed as a function of the
target node throughput and the number of tuples in the system. As a matter of
fact, as we have observed in our experimentation, the block size has a large in-
fluence in the whole eddy throughput. We managed block size by devising some
heuristics to adapt it according to execution status.

Fig. 3. CoDIMS-G adaptive query execution framework

We considered the size of a leaving block (from eddy to a remote node) to
be 2/5 of the number of tuples allocated to that node by G2N . This is to allow
a homogeneous execution in which 1/5 of the tuples would be evaluating in the
remote fragment, another 1/5 would be sending from the remote fragment to
eddy and the remaining fraction would be waiting to form a new block by the
split operator.

As we briefly mentioned before, block size is an important tool to build adap-
tivity into the system. Eddy modifies a remote node block size in the following
scenarios. Firstly, in the event of a timeout. The sender controls the limit of time
it waits for completing a block. The timeout value is computed as the estimated
time to send block size messages with single tuples6. If a timeout is reached, the
block is sent with the current number of allocated tuples. Secondly, eddy pro-
ceeds a local adaptation by checking on current throughput values registered for
a node. If average throughput shows differences of 30% in respect to estimated
values, eddy re-computes the node block size with a variation corresponding to

6 As we have measured, the dominant transfer cost stems for the serialization(des.) of
objects into SOAP messages.



the throughput one. Thirdly, eddy checks on global variations 7 concerning all
scheduled nodes. When the average variation crosses a threshold, eddy invokes
G2N and proceeds a re-scheduling of nodes. Finally, as 2/3 of the total number
of tuples have been completely evaluated by eddy, the dataflow gets reduced and
large block size may lead to useless waiting time. At this point eddy recomputes
the number of scheduled nodes, in order to increase the number of tuples in each
node and keep the current block size. This is done by ordering nodes according
to current throughput values and taking a list of most efficient ones whose sum
of allocated tuples equals the number of remaining tuples in the system. 8

Data requests from competing remote fragments are prioritized in a queue
by the split operator that produces one block of tuples a time with block size
corresponding to that of the highest throughput node requesting data to be
consumed.

Finally, in order to reduce communication overhead, the results of a getnext
tuple request is sent as a block in an attachment of the reply message. The results
generated by the evaluation of a query may be consumed in two ways: first-tuple-
first or last-tuple-first. In the former, the result is consumed as data is produced
through a synchronous interface. In the later, the result is consumed only after
terminating the query execution. In this mode the result is stored in a temporary
area in the gatekeeper machine. By submitting a query to the CoDIMS-G, the
user receives an identifier for the corresponding query execution request and a
handle for an instance of the service where to consume results from.

6.1 Supporting Scientific Applications

In order to support the SVA, the QEEF framework has been extended to cope
with the following requirements: user’s program execution; spatial and temporal
hash-joins; loop control over query execution plan fragment; distribution and
parallelism. The strategy for introducing user programs into a DQEP is to im-
plement the Apply operator [21] as a new algebraic operator that encapsulates
users’ program invocation and parameters passing by values extracted from in-
put tuples. The operator implements the standard iterator interface [22] and,
for each tuple, invokes the user program with the input parameters captured
from the input tuple. User program’s result is concatenated to the input tuple
to compose an output tuple.

The SVA required the design and implementation of a spatial-hash join (SHJ)
operator. As other operators, the SHJ implements the iterator interface. The op-
erator was implemented with two main modules:partition and probe, each run-
ning in different threads. The partition module consumes tuples placing them
in buckets according to their position. Next, the probe thread load buckets and
evaluate joins. The choice of the hash-join algorithm is based on the fact that

7 Global variations are computed comparing estimated throughput values and actual
values for each node and taking the average.

8 Remember that the block size is a function of the number of allocated tuples in a
node.



the geometry data will usually not fit in main memory and a nice partitioning
function may distribute tetrahedrons into buckets according to the path followed
by the fluid, reducing the number of IOs 9. The parallelization strategy adopted
for hash-joins considers that all instances of the join operator receive the com-
plete geometry data, so that particles distribution is independent of the hash-join
instance and can be scheduled according to node performance measures. Such
decision eliminates the restriction regarding G2N for this problem, allowing the
same scheduling function to be used during optimization. The overhead of trans-
ferring the complete geometry data to scheduled node is reduced by adopting a
multicast transfer protocol approach [23].

Another nice property of the eddy operator, not previously observed in the
literature regards its natural loop execution model. Some scientific applications,
like the SVA, require a fragment of the DQEP to be repetitively evaluated. In
our running example, the TCP query has to be run for each single iteration of
a virtual particle. The looping execution model of Eddy adapts nicely to the
repetitive evaluation of query execution plan fragments.

7 Initial Results

In this section we report on initial experimental results. We have implemented
CoDIMS-G using java 1.4.2 and globus 3.2.1 with the OGSA container. We sim-
ulated a grid environment into a cluster with 20 pentium IV, 1.7 GHz, processors
with 256 MB of RAM, running linux 2.4.20-31.9.

We used a real set of data from a SVA produced at LNCC by visualization
scientists. We considered an instance of the SVA problems with 1000 particles
and executing 25 iterations by each particle. The geometry data source comprises
71732 tetrahedrons and the velocity relation holds 25 time-instant values for each
geometry vertex. The TCP and Resulting-vector programs have been ported to
java and the spatial hash-join algorithm has been added to the QEEF framework.

We analyzed the elapsed-time of query in figure 1, obtained by increasing the
number of nodes in steps of 5 nodes, from 1 node to 25 nodes. Results demon-
strated a gain of up to 11 times with 20 machines, with respect to a centralized
execution. We obtained a steady average throughput of 2.7 tuples per second,
corresponding to a complete eddy cycle, which demonstrated the implementation
robustness facing increasing number of remote fragments. However, the imple-
mentation highlighted a large degradation throughput when achieving 2/3 of the
execution. Our blocking size update strategy at that point demonstrated to be
very useful but still couldn’t avoid a degradation of up to 25% at this phase.

8 Conclusion

The vision of providing transparent and automated access to and use of a large
number of heterogeneous hardware and software resources available in the inter-
9 we have not yet adapted the partitioning function to benefit from data characteris-

tics, such as the fluid flow



net and intranets has motivated efforts towards the development of grid environ-
ments. To this end the Global Grid Forum has proposed the OGSA architecture,
based on a service-oriented technology, that addresses the need for standardiza-
tion regarding grid component discovery, access, allocation, execution, monitor-
ing , among others.

Scientific applications are natural candidates for benefiting from a grid envi-
ronment in result of: the large amount of data to be processed, the distribution
of scientific resources, in terms of human, hardware and software and high com-
puting power requirements.

In this paper we presented the CoDIMS-G, which is an adaptive distributed
query processing grid service. CODIMS-G offers users a transparent object-
relational view over data and programs distributed in the internet through a set
of orchestrated services.

We propose a new dynamic grid node allocation algorithm based on node
throughput, and integrate it into a simple query optimization strategy that gen-
erates initial query execution plans with annotated node scheduling policy. The
proposed query execution strategy extends eddy adaptive query execution model
for the grid environment. The combination of both, simple query optimization
with node scheduling and adaptive query execution model, offers a very con-
venient platform for query execution in a grid environment, considering the
variations on grid nodes run-time conditions and the lack of statistics from the
web data-sources and the user programs execution. In addition, we use the eddy
approach to repetitively evaluate a fragment of the query plan, as required by
the iterative computation of particles trajectory. This side effect of the adoption
of the eddy operator turned up to be very convenient making the choice on the
number of iterations to be transparently dealt by eddy execution control. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to combine a dynamic node
scheduling and an adaptive query execution.

We have implemented a first version of the CoDIMS-G middleware. Initial
results point to a reduction of the query elapsed-time of up to 11 times in a 20
nodes set-up, in respect to a centralized execution.

As future work, we intend to further investigate the correlation among block
size, node throughput and volume of tuples in eddy. We also plan to evaluate the
spatial hash-join algorithm, under scenarios where buckets swap are minimized
as function of the data being joined.
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